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A Bold Evolution in Residential Energy
For more than a century, Square D by Schneider Electric has been a leader in
residential, commercial, and industrial electrical equipment. Square D products are
found in 40 percent of U.S. homes, powering and protecting what matters most. For
generations electrical contractors, builders, and DIY homeowners have trusted
Square D for quality, innovation, reliability, and safety in electrical equipment.

Now, we’re writing the next chapter in stylish, connected living: residential wiring
devices designed for enhanced aesthetics, durability, and connectivity — setting a
new standard for what consumers expect out of their electrical equipment.

Square D by Schneider Electric products are found in 4 out of every 10 homes
in the U.S.

About Schneider Electric

Schneider Electric™ has nearly two centuries of expertise in electrical manufacturing.
Many of our solutions support critical infrastructure such as power plants, hospitals,
and data centers. Now, with Square D, we’re expanding our knowledge of intelligent,
IoT-driven energy management to the residential sector, making homes around the
world smarter and greener.
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The Connected Home
Square D is transforming home energy use, making it more sustainable, resilient,
efficient, and personal.

Take control of home energy use

The new connected home ecosystem provides digital control of energy use across the
entire home, down to specific devices and appliances. This grid-to-plug approach is
enabled by Wiser Energy™ intelligence and our suite of home energy management
apps.

Wiser™ Home by Schneider Electric Square D version of the Sense app
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Square D Energy Center

A smart electrical panel solution for battery storage, backup power, and solar
integration.

Square D Wiser Energy

A smart home monitor that captures energy use down to the device / plug level.

Square D Wiring Devices

The new standard for wiring devices that combines elegant form with intelligent IoT
function.
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Classic Functionality, Elegant Style

X Series light switch

Most light switches, outlets, and wall plates look the same as they did in the 1970s.
Anything that lasts that long surely must be doing something right. And yet, with
Square D innovation, our new wiring devices retain all the classic functionality while
raising the bar on aesthetics, durability, and connectivity.

Design is at the heart of our new wiring device: X Series. Designed for an elegant
minimalist look, and this simplicity extends beyond form, into function. We’ve
consolidated all the new features into fewer products, with every benefit in any device
you choose. It’s a variation on a theme: flush-mounted, ease-of-installation, and
connected options.

Square D X Series: setting a new standard

Flexible and feature-rich, X Series sets the new benchmark for how today’s wiring
devices look and feel. With X Series’ interchangeable, flush facing covers, any interior
décor can be adapted, while connectivity options help save energy and live
comfortably. The bottom line: X Series upgrades the conventional without reinventing
the wheel.
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Richer Features
Whether installing these devices or using them every day, there’s a lot to like about X
Series.

X Series color changes

X Series cover plates snap on to a unique back plate, with no new wiring needed
when installing over Square D modules.

Durable matte finishes

New advances in materials science enable wiring devices that avoid breakage during
installation, while standing up to the test of time. These finishes also bring beauty with
minimalist matte elegance.

X Series switch
module

X Series wall
and rocker

plate

Available in four colors:

White (WH) Light Almond (LA) Black (BK) Gray (GY)
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X Series
Front

X Series
Back

A Black tamper-resistant shutters – Put safety at the forefront without making it obvious, with
easy-sliding shutters

B Side-mount pressure plates – Speed wiring time with better accessibility

C Self-grounding clip – Skip the separate grounding screw

A Grounding wire hole – Install faster utilizing this innovation for quickly wrapping the
grounding wire to the grounding screw

B Bigger cutout for wire snips – Enjoy easy-access cutout space for speedy wire snips

C Wire push-in – Connect wire quickly with the push-in option and avoid the need to wrap

Receptacles offer multiple installation methods such as back wiring, backstabbed, and
side wiring options to meet the installer’s preferences. These options ensure a
seamless installation process regardless of the experience level of the installer.

Installation method
There are three types of installation methods.

All devices are cULus, Green Premium Compliant, RoHS Compliant

cULus: All devices are tested to meet the safety standards of Canada and United

States by Underwriters Laboratories.

Green Premium™ label is Schneider Electric’s commitment to delivering products
with best-in-class environmental performance. Green Premium promises compliance
with the latest regulations, transparency on environmental impacts, as well as circular
and low-CO2 products

RoHS/Reach certified: Breathe easy with safe, non-hazardous materials.

Plastics: Extend product lifetime with super-durable polycarbonate resin
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Elegant Form and Intelligent Function

Square D connected
devices

Schneider Electric
Wiser Home

X Series humidity /
motion sensor and

fan control

USB A/C receptacle
plate

Update your style: fully flush wall plates and premium matte finishes meet IoT-enabled
intelligence.

Wi-Fi and Z-Wave connectivity

Intelligent connectivity makes these wiring devices remotely manageable via voice
command or app control. With smart wiring devices, create custom lighting scenes,
monitor energy use down to the plug level, and much more.

Wiser™ Home by Schneider Electric

Control switches and outlets remotely and connect to voice-activated smart devices.

One device, three functions

Save space and time by combining a fan switch, humidity sensor, and occupancy
sensor.

Power up, fast

Charge two devices at once faster than average receptacles with high-amperage USB
charging.

Power leader with 4.8 ampere total.
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Find Your True Colors
With X Series, you’re no longer limited to white cover plates. New colors in matte
finishes, such as brushed nickel, bronze, and black, accommodate many styles of
décor.

Square D X Series Colors

Whether pursuing a traditional look with white plates, or making a statement with gray
and black, X Series can make it happen.

White (WH) Light Almond (LA) Gray (GY) Black (BK)

Clean looks, clean surfaces

The flush facing of Square D X Series makes it easy to wipe them down.
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Connected Products
Wi-Fi Connected Wiring Devices

Give customers the elegant, minimalist look they want, with the connectivity they need
to save energy and live comfortably. These wiring devices retain the classic
functionality of traditional light switches, outlets, and wall plates, while featuring
modern aesthetic and intelligent IoTconnectivity. Ideal for hub-free new construction
and residential upgrades.

Wiser Home

Wiser Home by Schneider Electric App

Experience Wiser Home, the gateway to your Schneider Electric Smart Home.

Wiser Home allows for the addition, configuration, control, and scheduling connected
Square D devices from anywhere. Use the built-in energy monitoring feature to
identify devices that tend to overuse energy in your home, and take action to reduce
your utility bill.
• Single app for commissioning, remote control and operation of Square D Wi-Fi

devices on the network.
• Simplifies the Wi-Fi setup process without sacrificing security by using QR codes.
• Integrates with a complete portfolio of Wi-Fi enabled Dimmers, Switches,

Receptacles and Plug-In Receptacles that have built-in energy monitoring.
• Controls lights from anywhere, no hub required.
• Ability to create rooms and add devices from easy visibility across the entire

house.
• Shows real time energy usage, and ability to schedule devices from a single

screen. Offers scheduling routines at specific times or based on sunrise/sunset.
• Offline mode allows for App control while at home if the internet is down.
• Identifies devices that tend to overuse energy in the home and take action to

reduce your utility bill.
• Features such as Moments allow us to control and schedule a group of devices.
• Supports popular voice assistants from Amazon and Google for more

comprehensive automation.
• Allows in-built integration with Wiser Energy that provides homeowners with

easy-to-understand, app-based information about how their home uses electricity
so they can make informed decisions to reduce their energy consumption.

• Wiser Energy can monitor multiple loads on a single circuit – monitoring energy
consumption down to the device level.

Android QR Code Apple QR Code

Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.
Google and Google Nest Audio are trademarks of Google LLC.
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SQR226U1LAW

X Series 600 Watt Single-Pole / 3-Way Wi-Fi Energy Monitoring Rocker Dimmer
Back Wire Clamps
• Dimmer based on 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi platform which connects directly to the home

network. No hub required.
• Part of Schneider Electric’s grid-to-plug initiative combining control and

monitoring of the entire home electrical infrastructure.
• Supports single-pole and 3-way (multi-way) wiring scenarios for flexible

installation.
• Cost effective 3-way expansion using a single-pole switch on the far end

connected to the traveler and neutral wires.
• Simplified but secure QR Code based installation process.
• Energy monitoring built-in to track consumption at point of use.
• Wi-Fi Certified ensures set-up with certified routers and mesh networks as well as

support for the latest security protocols.
• Schedules are stored in the device and will execute even if the internet is down.
• Works with Wiser Energy by Square D.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 copper solid or stranded wires

to be securely captured for flexible installation.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips®, and Robertson Square® tools.
• Neutral wire is required for operation.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long-lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), and Black (BK).
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR141U1BKW

X Series 15 A Single-Pole / 3-Way Wi-Fi Energy Monitoring Rocker Switch Back
Wire Clamps
• Switch based on 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi platform which connects directly to the home

network. No hub required.
• Part of Schneider Electric’s grid-to-plug initiative combining control and

monitoring of the entire home electrical infrastructure.
• Supports single-pole and 3-way (multi-way) wiring scenarios for flexible

installation.
• Cost effective 3-way expansion using a single-pole switch on the far end

connected to the traveler and neutral wires.
• Simplified but secure QR Code based installation process.
• Energy monitoring built-in to track total consumption of devices plugged into

switched outlets.
• Wi-Fi Certified ensures set-up with all certified routers and mesh networks as well

as support for the latest security protocols.
• Schedules are stored in the device and will execute even if the internet is down.
• Works with Wiser Energy by Square D.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 copper solid or stranded wires

to be securely captured for flexible installation.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Neutral wire is required for operation.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long-lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), and Black (BK).
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR441U1WHW

X Series 15 A 125 Volt Tamper Resistant Wi-Fi Energy Monitoring Duplex
Receptacle Back Wire Clamps
• Receptacle based on 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi platform which connects directly to the home

network. No hub required.
• Part of Schneider Electric’s grid to plug initiative combining control and monitoring

of your entire home electrical infrastructure.
• Simplified but secure QR Code based installation process.
• Only one outlet is controllable, however, energy monitoring is built-in to both

outlets to track total receptacle consumption.
• Wi-Fi Certified ensures set-up with all certified routers and mesh networks as well

as support for the latest security protocols.
• Schedules are stored in the device and will execute even if the internet is down.
• Works with Wiser Energy by Square D.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 copper solid or stranded wires

to be securely captured for faster flexible installation.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Neutral wire is required for operation.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long-lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), and Black (BK).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR621U1WHW

X Series 15 A 125 Volt Wi-Fi Energy Monitoring Plug-In Receptacle
• Receptacle based on 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi platform which connects directly to the home

network. No hub required.
• Part of Schneider Electric’s grid-to-plug initiative combining control and

monitoring of your entire home electrical infrastructure.
• Simplified but secure QR Code based installation process.
• Energy monitoring is built-in to track consumption.
• Wi-Fi Certified ensures hassle free set-up with all certified routers and mesh

networks as well as support for the latest security protocols.
• Schedules are stored in the device and will execute even if the internet is down.
• Works with Wiser Energy by Square D.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long-lasting operation.
• 2-year product warranty.
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Z-Wave Plus Wiring Devices

This line of connected wiring devices is certified by the Z-Wave Alliance and is
designed to support home automation and security systems chosen by home builder’s
or their technology partner’s residential projects. These products require a Z-Wave
Alliance certified hub to work.

SQR22102WHZ

X Series 600 Watt Single-Pole / 3-Way Z-Wave Plus Energy Monitoring Rocker
Dimmer Back Wire Clamps

For use in areas where variable lighting is a requirement–such as a living room–where
you want bright light for reading on the couch, but dim lighting for watching a movie.
Ideal for monitoring energy usage and determining cost savings associated with
dimming lights.
• Dimmer supports S2 SmartStart allowing the connection to the hub prior to

installing at the jobsite.
• Energy monitoring built-in to track consumption at point of use.
• Dims both Incandescent and LED loads.
• Supports single-pole and 3-way (multi-way) wiring scenarios for flexible

installation.
• 3-way expansion requires the use of the Z-Wave Remote Switch/Dimmer.
• Dimmer can be grouped with up to five other Z-Wave Plus devices.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 copper solid or stranded wires

to be securely captured for faster flexible installation.
• Z-Wave certified to work with most hubs.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Neutral wire is required for operation.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long-lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), and Black (BK).
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR14102BKZ

X Series 15 A Single-Pole / 3-Way Z-Wave Plus Energy Monitoring Rocker
Switch Back Wire Clamps

The switch is the professional’s choice for reliable lighting control. Sensitive enough to
control the low wattage demands of a single LED yet also capable of the demands
placed by bright outdoor lighting. Ideal for monitoring energy usage in bedrooms
where the switch controls the receptacles.
• Switch supports S2 SmartStart allowing the connection to the hub prior to

installing at the jobsite.
• Supports single pole and 3-way (multi-way) wiring scenarios for flexible

installation.
• 3-way expansion requires the use of the Z-Wave Remote Switch/Dimmer.
• Switch can be grouped with up to five other Z-Wave Plus devices.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 copper solid or stranded wires

to be securely captured for faster flexible installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Neutral wire is required for operation.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long-lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), and Black (BK).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR50101WHZ

X Series 15 A Z-Wave Remote Rocker Switch/Dimmer Back Wire Clamps

The remote switch/dimmer does not control a load and is used primarily as the
secondary device in a 3-way lighting scenario. The remote can also pair with a
receptacle or plug-in outlet to virtually create a switched outlet for floor lamps.
• Remote supports S2 SmartStart™ allowing the connection to the hub prior to

installing at the jobsite.
• This device does not control a load.
• Required for 3-way expansion of either the Z-Wave Switch or Dimmer.
• Can also be used to pair with a Z-Wave Receptacle or Plug-In Outlet to create a

switched outlet.
• Remote can be grouped with up to five other Z-Wave Plus devices.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 copper solid or stranded wires

to be securely captured for faster flexible installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Neutral wire is required for operation.
• Complies with California Title 24.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long-lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), and Black (BK).
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR44102LAZ

X Series 15 A 125 Volt Tamper Resistant Z-Wave Plus Energy Monitoring Duplex
Receptacle Back Wire Clamps

For use in areas where you want to control a device that is not connected to a switch.
The receptacle mounts inside the electrical box like a standard outlet so it blends into
the home. Ideal for monitoring energy usage of the device plugged into the controlled
outlet.
• Receptacle supports S2 SmartStart allowing the connection to the hub prior to

installing at the jobsite.
• One outlet is controllable; however, energy monitoring is built-in to both outlets to

track total receptacle consumption.
• Receptacle can be grouped with up to five other Z-Wave Plus devices.
• Z-Wave certified to work with most hubs.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 copper solid or stranded wires

to be securely captured for faster flexible installation.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Neutral wire is required for operation.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long-lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), and Black (BK).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR62102WHZ

X Series 15 A 125-Volt Z-Wave Plus Energy Monitoring Plug-In Receptacle Matte
White

The professional’s choice for reliable lighting control. Upgrade a standard receptacle
to offer control, excellent for temporary applications like Christmas lighting. Ideal for
monitoring energy usage of the device plugged into the controlled outlet.
• Receptacle supports S2 SmartStart allowing the connection to the hub prior to

installing at the jobsite.
• Energy monitoring is built-in to track consumption.
• Z-Wave certified to work with most hubs (list of tested hubs in documents tab on

products web page).
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long-lasting operation.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR226U1WHW SQR22102WHZ

Table 1 - Connected products

Technology Electrical
Rating

Device
Type

Three Way
Remote

Nominal
Load 1 Load Type 1 Nominal

Load 2
Load Type

2
Color
(Matte) Catalog Number

Wi-Fi Connected Dimmer – Residential

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 5 A / 120 V Multi-way Single Pole
Switch 600 W Halogen,

Incandescent 150 W Dimmable
LED

White SQR226U1WHW

Light
Almond SQR226U1LAW

Black SQR226U1BKW

Z-Wave Connected Dimmer – Residential

Z-Wave Plus 5 A / 120 V Multi-way
Remote
Switch /
Dimmer

600 W Halogen,
Incandescent 150 W Dimmable

LED

White SQR22102WHZ

Light
Almond SQR22102LAZ

Black SQR22102BKZ
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SQR141U1WHW SQR14102WHZ SQR50101WHZ

Technology Electrical Rating Device Type Three Way Remote Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Wi-Fi Connected Switch – Residential

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 15 A / 120 V Multi-way Single Pole Switch

White SQR141U1WHW

Light Almond SQR141U1LAW

Black SQR141U1BKW

Z-Wave Connected Switch – Residential

Z-Wave Plus 15 A / 120 V Multi-way Remote Switch /
Dimmer

White SQR14102WHZ

Light Almond SQR14102LAZ

Black SQR14102BKZ

Z-Wave Connected Remote Dimmer Switch – Residential

Z-Wave Plus 15 A / 120 V Multi-way Remote / No Load
Control

White SQR50101WHZ

Light Almond SQR50101LAZ

Black SQR50101BKZ
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SQR441U1WHW

SQR621U1WHW

SQR44102WHZ

SQR62102WHZ

Technology Electrical Rating Device Type Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Wi-Fi Connected Receptacle – Residential – Tamper Resistant

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 15 A / 125 V
Duplex

White SQR441U1LAW

Light Almond SQR441U1WHW

Black SQR441U1BKW

Single Plug-in White SQR621U1WHW

Z-Wave Connected Receptacle – Residential – Tamper Resistant

Z-Wave Plus 15 A / 125 V
Duplex

White SQR44102WHZ

Light Almond SQR44102LAZ

Black SQR44102BKZ

Duplex Plug-in White SQR62102WHZ
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Wiser Energy™ Smart Home

Wiser Energy from Square D is an integral part of any smart home. With Wiser
Energy, you can give your home a voice. It helps you keep tabs on your home by
notifying you when devices are on or off in the home, and monitors home energy
usage in real time, for a more efficient home.

• Save energy and money with real-time energy tracking.
• Keep tabs on device activity and energy consumption from anywhere.
• View billing per Time-of-Use Rates and receive notifications for peak hours.
• Take control of your energy through easy integration with the Square D Devices.

More information can be found at: www.schneider-electric.us/wiser-energy

Table 2 - Wiser Energy

Description Contents CT Rating Catalog Number

Wiser Energy monitoring system intended for installation in new or existing 120 V split-phase residential panels; cETLus listed

Wiser Energy Standard Disaggregation
Monitoring Monitoring hub, Main CTs 200 A WISEREM

Wiser Energy Solar Disaggregation Monitoring Monitoring hub, Main CTs, Solar CTs 200 A WISEREMPV

Wiser Energy Solar add-on CT Kit Solar CTs (hub purchased separately) 200 A WISERCTPV

Wiser Energy CTextension cable - 4 ft.

Solar CTs (hub purchased separately) N/A

WISEREMCTEXT4

Wiser Energy CTextension cable - 12 ft. WISEREMCTEXT12

Wiser Energy CTextension cable - 25 ft. WISEREMCTEXT25

Wiser Energy CTextension cable - 40 ft. WISEREMCTEXT40

Wiser Home Integration Enabled in Sense App

The Sense app allows for seamless integration with your Wiser Home devices. Follow
the instructions below to set up device integration. This allows you to use one single
app for home energy monitoring and device control. Go to Settings > My Home >
Connected Devices then enable the integration for Wiser Home devices.
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Switches

SQR14101XX

SQR14103WH

X Series 15 A Single-Pole Switch Module Side Wire Clamps
(Requires Rocker Cover Plate)
• Patented switch module design supports the swap-out of color rocker plate.
• UL certified switch without the rocker plate allows for use during rough-in phase.

Supports upgrading the color or design of the switch after initial installation
without removing the switch from the wall.

• Requires separate purchase of rocker plate.
• Self-grounded with brass ground contact to ensure device’s ground retention to

metal boxes which eliminates the need to bond the device with the grounding
screw.

• Silver alloy switch actuator contacts assures long-lasting reliable performance.
• Side pressure plates speed installation and accept two #12 copper, solid or

stranded wires.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting strap for rust-resistance.
• Rear push-in terminals accept up to #14 solid copper wire.
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in convenient and cost effective 10-pack (SQR14100XX).
• Available in contractor-friendly 30-pack made of 100% biodegradable material to

limit waste on the job site (SQR14103WH) white rocker plate attached.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR14131XX

X Series 15 A 3-Way Switch Module Side Wire Clamps
(Requires Rocker Cover Plate)
• Unique patented 3-way switch module design that supports the swap-out of color

rocker plate.
• UL certified switch without the rocker plate allows for use during rough-in phase.

Supports upgrading the color or design of the switch after initial installation
without removing the switch from the wall.

• Requires separate purchase of rocker plate.
• Self-grounded with brass ground contact to ensure device’s ground retention to

metal boxes which eliminates the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Silver alloy switch actuator contacts assures long-lasting reliable performance.
• Side pressure plates speed installation and accept two #12 copper, solid or

stranded wires.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting strap for rust-resistance.
• Rear push-in terminals accept up to #14 solid copper wire.
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in convenient and cost effective 10-pack (SQR14130XX).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR14141XX

X Series 15 A 4-Way Switch Module Side Wire Clamps
(Requires Rocker Cover Plate)
• Unique patented 4-way switch module design that supports the swap-out of color

rocker plate.
• UL certified switch without the rocker plate allows for use during rough-in phase.

Supports upgrading the color or design of the switch after initial installation
without removing the switch from the wall.

• Requires separate purchase of rocker plate.
• Self-grounded with brass ground contact to ensure device ground retention to

metal boxes which eliminates the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Silver alloy switch actuator contacts assures long-lasting reliable performance.
• Side pressure plates speed installation and accept two #12 copper, solid or

stranded wires.
• Ground strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting strap for rust-resistance.
• Rear push-in terminals accept up to #14 solid copper wire.
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR14103XX

X Series 15 A Single-Pole Momentary Switch Module Side Wire Clamps
(Requires Rocker Cover Plate)
• Unique patented momentary switch module design, typically used for garbage

disposals, that supports the swap-out of color rocker plate.
• UL certified switch without the rocker plate allows for use during rough-in phase.

Supports upgrading the color or design of the switch after initial installation
without removing the switch from the wall.

• Requires separate purchase of rocker plate.
• Self-grounded with brass ground contact to ensure device’s ground retention to

metal boxes which eliminates the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Silver alloy switch actuator contacts assures long-lasting reliable performance.
• Side pressure plates speed installation and accept two #12 copper, solid or

stranded wires.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting strap for rust-resistance.
• Rear push-in terminals accept up to #14 solid copper wire.
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR14201XX

X Series 20 A Single-Pole Switch Module Side Wire Clamps
(Requires Rocker Cover Plate)
• Patented switch module design supports the swap-out of color rocker place.
• UL certified switch without the rocker plate allows for use during rough-in phase.

Supports upgrading the color or design of the switch after initial installation
without removing the switch from the wall.

• Requires separate purchase of rocker plate.
• Self-grounded with brass ground contact to ensure device’s ground retention to

metal boxes which eliminates the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Silver alloy switch actuator contacts assures long-lasting reliable performance.
• Side pressure plates speed installation and accept two #10 copper, solid or

stranded wires.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting strap for rust-resistance.
• Rear push-in terminals accept up to #12 solid copper wire.
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR14231XX

X Series 20 A 3-Way Switch Module Side Wire Clamps
(Requires Rocker Cover Plate)
• Unique patented 3-way switch module design that supports the swap-out of color

rocker plate.
• UL certified switch without the rocker plate allows for use during rough-in phase.

Supports upgrading the color or design of the switch after initial installation
without removing the switch from the wall.

• Requires separate purchase of rocker plate.
• Self-grounded with brass ground contact to ensure device’s ground retention to

metal boxes which eliminates the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Silver alloy switch actuator contacts assures long-lasting reliable performance.
• Side pressure plates speed installation and accept two #10 copper, solid or

stranded wires.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting strap for rust-resistance.
• Rear push-in terminals accept up to #12 solid copper wire.
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.

X Series Universal Switch Module Rocker Cover Plate
• High-impact resistant, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for attractive

long-lasting operation.
• Comes in a convenient and cost effective 10-pack. (SQR16100XX).
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR16101WH SQR16101LA SQR16101BK SQR16101GY
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SQR14103WH

SQR14101XX

Table 3 - Switch and Switch Modules

Electrical
Rating Device Type Device

Interface Color (Matte) Bulk Pack Catalog
Number

Switch Module with Rocker Plate – Residential

15 A / 120 V /
277 Vac 1-Way Rocker White 30 SQR14103WH

Switch Module – Residential

15 A / 120 V /
277 Vac

1-Way

Module No Color

— SQR14101XX

1-Way 10 SQR14100XX

3-Way — SQR14131XX

3-Way 10 SQR14130XX

Momentary — SQR14103XX

Switch Module – Commercial

20 A / 120 V /
277 Vac

1-Way

Module No Color

— SQR14201XX

3-Way — SQR14231XX

15 A / 120 V /
277 Vac 4-Way — SQR14141XX

SQR16101WH

Device Type Device Interface Color (Matte) Bulk Pack Catalog Number

Switch Rocker Plate – Residential

Plate Accy Rocker

White — SQR16101WH

Light Almond — SQR16101LA

Black — SQR16101BK

Gray — SQR16101GY

White 10 SQR16100WH

Light Almond 10 SQR16100LA

Black 10 SQR16100BK

Gray 10 SQR16100GY
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Dimmers

SQR22601WH

X Series 15 A 600 Watt Single-Pole/3-Way Rocker Dimmer Back Wire Clamps
• Supports single pole and 3-way (multi-way) wiring scenarios for flexible

installation. Rear color-coded wires make for quick connection to electrical
system.

• Cost effective 3-way expansion using a single pole switch on the far end
connected to the traveler and neutral wires.

• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 copper solid or stranded wires
to be securely captured for faster flexible installation.

• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long lasting operation.
• Neutral wire is required for operation.
• Complies with California Title 24.
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR22603LA

X Series 15 A 500 Watt Single-Pole/3-Way Slider Dimmer Back Wire Clamps
• Dimming dial allows for a finer adjustment, eliminating bulb flickering when

nearing true off setting.
• Cost effective 3-way expansion using a 3-way switch on the far end.
• Supports single-pole and three-way wiring scenarios for flexible installation.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 copper solid or stranded wires

to be securely captured for faster flexible installation.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• High impact-resistant, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for attractive

long lasting operation.
• Neutral wire is required for operation.
• Complies with California Title 24.
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR22601WH

SQR22603WH

Table 4 - Dimmers

Electrical
Rating

Device
Interface

Nominal
Load 1 Load Type 1 Nominal

Load 2
Load Type

2
Color
(Matte)

Catalog
Number

Multi-Way Dimmer – Residential

5 A Rocker 600 W

Halogen,
Incandes-

cent

150 W

Dimmable
LED

White SQR22601WH1

Light
Almond SQR22601LA1

Black SQR22601BK1

Gray SQR22601GY1

4.16 A Slide 500 W 500 W

White SQR22603WH2

Light
Almond SQR22603LA2

Black SQR22603BK2

Gray SQR22603GY2

30 0102CT2001

1. UL1472, ICES-003, NEMA SSL 7a, CEC-140-2019-002 Title 20 section 1605.3(l)(2) self contained lighting control, CEC-400-2018-020-CMF
section 110.9.

2. UL1472, NEMA SSL 7a, CEC-140-2019-002 Title 20 section 1605.3(l)(2) self contained lighting control, CEC-400-2018-020-CMF section
110.9.
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Fan Controls

SQR31103GY

SQR31103WH

X Series 2.5 A 3–Speed Slide Fan Controller Back Wires
• Slide control provides clear user feedback as to which of the three positions are

engaged.
• Quiet 2.5 A fan motor control.
• Rear wires with clear identification make for quick connection to electrical system.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

Table 5 - Fan Controls

Electrical Rating Device Interface Speed Types Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Fan Speed Controller – Residential

2.5 A Slide 3

White SQR31103WH

Light Almond SQR31103LA

Black SQR31103BK

Gray SQR31103GY
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Sensors

SQR73101WH

SQR73101WH
without Cover

X Series 10 A Single-Pole PIR Occupancy Sensor Light Control Back Wires
• 180° field-of-view from PIR sensor detects movement up to 1,200 square feet.
• Switching between occupancy detection (lights On/Off are fully controlled) and

vacancy detection (lights manual On and auto-Off).
• Independent light sensor will not turn on lights if ambient light in room is sufficient.
• Vacancy confirmation feature – when movement is not detected, and the sensor

times out, any movement within the next 30 seconds will turn the lights back ON.
• Light timing can be independently set in increments of 10, 20, or 30 minutes.
• Pushbutton provides manual ON/OFF light switching at any time.
• Only supports 1-way application.
• Rear color-coded wires make for quick connection to electrical system.
• Neutral wire is required for operation.
• Complies with California Title 24.
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR73102WH

X Series 10 A Single-Pole 360 Degrees Ceiling Mount PIR Occupancy Sensor
Light Control Back Wires Matte White
• Ceiling-mount 360° field-of-view PIR sensor detects movement up to 1,200

square feet, making it suitable for larger open spaces.
• Switching between occupancy detection (lights On/Off are fully controlled) and

vacancy detection (lights manual On and auto Off).
• Independent light sensor won’t turn lights on if ambient light in room is sufficient.
• Supports manual switch control if directly wired through the ceiling mount PIR

sensor.
• Rear color-coded wires make for fast connection to electrical system.
• Neutral wire is required for operation.
• Complies with California Title 24.
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR73105GY

X Series 3 A 500 Watt Single-Pole Occupancy / Humidity Sensor Light & Fan
Control Back Wires
• Unique single-gang solution provides humidity sensing and motion detection.
• Two independent pushbuttons provide manual control of the fan or light.
• Switching between occupancy detection (lights On/Off are fully controlled) and

vacancy detection (lights manual On and auto Off).
• Independent light sensor won’t turn lights on if ambient light in room is sufficient.
• Fan and light timing can be independently set in increments of 10, 20, or 30

minutes.
• Relative humidity level can be set between 30-85%.
• Rear color-coded wires make for fast connection to electrical system.
• Neutral wire is required for operation.
• Complies with California Title 24.
• Can be used with new or existing ventilation fans up to 1/4 HP and 3 A.
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR73105WH

Table 6 - Sensors

Rating Sensor
Type

Nominal
Load 1

Load
Type 1

Nominal
Load 2

Load
Type 2

Nominal
Load 3

Load
Type 3

Color
(Matte) Catalog Number

Single-Pole Occupancy / Humidity Sensor Light & Fan Control - Residential

3 A Humidity/
PIR/Light 500 W

Halogen,
Incandes-

cent
400 W Dimmable

LED 3 A
1/4 HP
Fan
Motor

White SQR73105WH3, 4

Light
Almond SQR73105LA3, 4

Black SQR73105BK3, 4

Gray SQR73105GY4
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3. 120 Vac, cULus, UL1917, ICES-003, CEC-140-2019-002 Title 20 section 1605.3(l)(2) self contained lighting control, Title 24.
4. Requires neutral wiring.
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SQR73101WH

SQR73102WH

Rating Sensor Type Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Single-Pole PIR Occupancy Sensor Light Control – Residential

10 A PIR/Light

White SQR73101WH5, 6

Light Almond SQR73101LA5, 6

Black SQR73101BK5, 6

Gray SQR73101GY5, 6

Single-Pole Ceiling Mount PIR Occupancy Sensor Light Control – Residential

10 A PIR/Light White SQR73102WH5, 6
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5. Requires neutral wiring.
6. 120-277 Vac, cULus, UL773A, ICES-003, CEC-140-2019-002 Title 20 section 1605.3(l)(2) self contained lighting control, Title 24.
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Receptacles

SQR44101LA

X Series 15 A 125 V Tamper Resistant Duplex Decorator Receptacle Side Wire
Clamps
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Side pressure plates speed installation with secure push-in connection.
• Enhanced wire snip access to split circuit break-off tab.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square drive tools.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting strap for rust resistance.
• Rear push-in terminals accept up to #14 solid copper wire.
• Side pressure plates accept #12 copper solid or stranded wire.
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in convenient and cost effective 10-pack. (SQR44102WH)
• Available in contractor-friendly 30-pack made of 100% biodegradable material to

limit waste on the job site. (SQR44103WH)
• High-impact resistant thermoplastic body for long-lasting operation.
• Attractive, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean surface.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR44104WH

X Series 15 A 125 V Outdoor Tamper Resistant Duplex Decorator Receptacle
Side Wire Clamps Matte White
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Side pressure plates speed installation with secure push-in connection.
• Enhanced wire snip access to split circuit break-off tab.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square drive tools.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting strap for rust resistance.
• Rear push-in terminals accept up to #14 solid copper wire.
• Side pressure plates accept #12 copper solid or stranded wire.
• RoHS compliant.
• High-impact resistant thermoplastic body for long-lasting operation.
• Attractive, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean surface.
• Available in White (WH) only.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR44111GY

X Series 15 A 125 V Tamper Resistant Heavy Duty Duplex Decorator Receptacle
Back Wire Clamps
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back pressure plates speed installation with secure connection up to #12 copper

solid or stranded wire.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Heavy-gauge, zinc-plated steel mounting wrap-around strap.
• Heavy-duty brass blade contacts for long service life.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for attractive

long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR44114WH

X Series 15 A 125 V Outdoor Tamper Resistant Heavy Duty Duplex Decorator
Receptacle Back Wire Clamps Matte White
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back pressure plates speed installation with secure connection up to #12 copper

solid or stranded wire.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square drive tools.
• Heavy-gauge, zinc-plated steel mounting wrap-around strap.
• Heavy-duty brass blade contacts for long service life.
• RoHS compliant.
• High-impact resistant thermoplastic body for long-lasting operation.
• Attractive, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean surface.
• Available in White (WH) only.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR44201BK

X Series 20 A 125 V Tamper Resistant Heavy Duty Duplex Decorator Receptacle
Back Wire Clamps
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back pressure plates speed installation with secure connection up to #10 copper

solid or stranded wire.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson square tools.
• Heavy-gauge, zinc-plated steel mounting wrap-around strap.
• Heavy-duty brass blade contacts for long service life.
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in convenient and cost effective 10-pack. (SQR44200WH)
• Available in contractor-friendly 30-pack made of 100% biodegradable material to

limit waste on the job site.(SQR44203WH)
• High impact-resistant, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for attractive

long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR44214WH

X Series 20 A 125 V Outdoor Tamper Resistant Heavy Duty Duplex Decorator
Receptacle Back Wire Clamps Matte White
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back pressure plates speed installation with secure connection up to #10 copper

solid or stranded wire.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square drive tools.
• Heavy-gauge, zinc-plated steel mounting wrap-around strap.
• Heavy-duty brass blade contacts for long service life.
• RoHS compliant.
• High-impact resistant thermoplastic body for long-lasting operation.
• Attractive, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean surface.
• Available in White (WH) only.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR42101LA

X Series 15 A 125 V Tamper Resistant Duplex Outlet
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Enhanced wire snip access to split circuit break-off tab.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square drive tools.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting strap for rust resistance.
• Rear push-in terminals accept up to #14 solid copper wire.
• Side screws accept #12 or #14 copper solid or stranded wire.
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in contractor-friendly 30-pack made of 100% biodegradable material to

limit waste on the job site. (SQR42103WH)
• High-impact resistant thermoplastic body for long-lasting operation.
• Attractive, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean surface.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR42104WH

X Series 15 A 125 V Outdoor Tamper Resistant Duplex Outlet Matte White
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Enhanced wire snip access to split circuit break-off tab.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square drive tools.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting strap for rust resistance.
• Rear push-in terminals accept up to #14 solid copper wire.
• Side screws accept #12 or #14 copper solid or stranded wire.
• RoHS compliant.
• High-impact resistant thermoplastic body for long-lasting operation.
• Attractive, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean surface.
• Available in White (WH) only.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR42201GY

X Series 20 A 125 V Tamper Resistant Heavy Duty Duplex Outlet
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back pressure plates speed installation with secure push-in connection up to #10

copper solid or stranded wire.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• Heavy-gauge, zinc-plated steel mounting wrap-around strap.
• Heavy-duty brass blade contacts for long service life.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for attractive

long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR42204WH

X Series 20 A 125 V Outdoor Tamper Resistant Heavy Duty Duplex Outlet Matte
White
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back pressure plates speed installation with push-in connection up to #10 copper

solid or stranded wire.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square drive tools.
• Heavy-gauge, zinc-plated steel mounting wrap-around strap.
• Heavy-duty brass blade contacts for long service life.
• RoHS compliant.
• High-impact resistant thermoplastic body for long-lasting operation.
• Attractive, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean surface.
• Available in White (WH) only.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR42100WH

X Series 15 A 125 V Tamper Resistant Heavy Duty Single Outlet
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Single NEMA 5-15R outlet.
• Grounding strap hole designed for speed wrapping installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson square tools.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting strap for rust resistance.
• Heavy-gauge zinc-plated steel mounting wrap-around strap.
• Heavy-duty brass blade contacts for long service life.
• Side screws accept #12 or #14 copper solid or stranded wire.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for attractive

long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR46301BK

X Series 30 A 125/250 V Flush Mount NEMA 14-30R Dryer Outlet Black
• Heavy-gauge, brass bade contacts.
• NEMA 14-30R compliant.
• Terminals accept up to #4 solid or stranded conductors and have screws backed

out to speed installation.
• Easy ID terminal markings to limit installation errors.
• Heavy-gauge galvanized steel mounting strap for corrosion resistance fits in

either 1- or 2-gang boxes.
• Terminals feature pressure plates to protect wires.
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR46501BK

X Series 50 A 125/250 V Flush Mount NEMA 14-50R Range Outlet Black
• Heavy-gauge, brass bade contacts.
• NEMA 14-50R compliant.
• Terminals accept up to #4 solid or stranded conductors and have screws backed

out to speed installation.
• Easy ID terminal markings to limit installation errors.
• Heavy-gauge galvanized steel mounting strap for corrosion resistance fits in

either 1- or 2-gang boxes.
• Terminals feature pressure plates to protect wires.
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR44101WH

SQR44104WH

Table 7 - Residential Grade Receptacles

Electrical Rating Usage Color (Matte) Bulk Pack Catalog Number

Decorator Duplex – Residential – Tamper Resistant

15 A / 125 V
Indoor

White — SQR44101WH

Light Almond — SQR44101LA7

Black — SQR44101BK7

Gray — SQR44101GY7

White 10 SQR44102WH7

White 30 SQR44103WH7

Outdoor8 — — SQR44104WH7

SQR42101WH

SQR42104WH

Electrical Rating Usage Color (Matte) Bulk Pack Catalog Number

Standard Duplex – Residential – Tamper Resistant

15 A / 125 V
Indoor

White — SQR42101WH7

Light Almond — SQR42101LA7

Black — SQR42101BK7

Gray — SQR42101GY7

White 30 SQR42103WH7

Outdoor8 White — SQR42104WH7
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7. cULus, UL498, 5-15R.
8. Weather-resistant.

http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44101WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44101LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44101BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44101GY
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44102WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44103WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44104WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42101WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42101LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42101BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42101GY
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42103WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42104WH


Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches Receptacles

SQR44111BK

SQR44201LA

SQR44214WH

Table 8 - Commercial Grade Receptacles

Electrical Rating Usage Color (Matte) Bulk Pack Catalog Number

Decorator Duplex – Commercial – Tamper Resistant

15 A / 125 V

Indoor

White — SQR44111WH9

Light Almond — SQR44111LA9

Black — SQR44111BK9

Gray — SQR44111GY9

20 A / 125 V

White — SQR44201WH10

Light Almond — SQR44201LA10

Black — SQR44201BK10

Gray — SQR44201GY10

White 10 SQR44200WH9, 10

White 30 SQR44203WH10

15 A / 125 V
Outdoor11

White — SQR44114WH9

20 A / 125 V White — SQR44214WH10
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9. cULus, UL498, 5-15R.
10. cULus, UL498, 5-20R.
11. Weather-resistant.

http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44111WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44111LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44111BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44111GY
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44201WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44201LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44201BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44201GY
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44200WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44203WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44114WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR44214WH
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SQR42201WH

SQR42204WH

Electrical Rating Usage Color (Matte) Bulk Pack Catalog Number

Standard Duplex – Commercial – Tamper Resistant

20 A / 125 V
Indoor

White — SQR42201WH12

Light Almond — SQR42201LA12

Black — SQR42201BK12

Gray — SQR42201GY12

Outdoor13 White — SQR42204WH12

SQR42100WH

Electrical Rating Usage Color (Matte) Bulk Pack Catalog Number

Standard Single – Commercial – Tamper Resistant

15 A / 125 V Indoor

White — SQR42100WH14

Light Almond — SQR42100LA14

Black — SQR42100BK14

Gray — SQR42100GY14
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12. cULus, UL498, 5-20R.
13. Weather-resistant.
14. cULus, UL498, 5-15R.

http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42201WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42201LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42201BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42201GY
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42204WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42100WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42100LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42100BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR42100GY


Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches Receptacles

SQR46301BK

SQR46501BK

Electrical Rating Usage Color (Matte) Bulk Pack Catalog Number

NEMA 14 – Commercial – Tamper Resistant15

30 A / 250 V
Indoor

Black — SQR46301BK16

50 A / 250 V Black — SQR46501BK16
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15. NEMA 14 receptacles feature 4 prongs.
16. cULus, UL498, 14-50R.

http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR46301BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR46501BK
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Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) Receptacles

SQR51101BK

X Series 15 A 125 V Tamper Resistant GFCI Duplex Decorator Receptacle Back
Wire Clamps
• Auto-monitoring test performed every 90 minutes, ensuring it's ready to protect. If

the device does not pass the auto-monitoring test, the trip indicator light flashes
to signal that the device must be replaced.

• Feed-thru wiring configuration allows GFCI to protect downstream receptacles.
• Power denied to the face or downstream receptacles if wired incorrectly.
• Self-grounded with brass ground contact to ensure device’s ground retention to

metal boxes which eliminates the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 wires to be securely captured

for faster flexible installation.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR51103WH

X Series 15 A 125 V Outdoor Tamper Resistant GFCI Duplex Decorator
Receptacle Back Wire Clamps Matte White
• Auto-monitoring test performed every 90 minutes, ensuring it's ready to protect. If

the device does not pass the auto-monitoring test, the trip indicator light flashes
to signal that the device must be replaced. Feed-thru wiring configuration allows
GFCI to protect downstream receptacles.

• Power denied to the face or downstream receptacles if wired incorrectly.
• Self-grounded with brass ground contact to ensure device’s ground retention to

metal boxes which eliminates the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 wires to be securely captured

for faster flexible installation.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for attractive

long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH) only.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR51201GY

X Series 20 A 125 V Tamper Resistant GFCI Duplex Decorator Receptacle Back
Wire Clamps
• Auto-monitoring test performed every 90 minutes, ensuring it's ready to protect. If

the device does not pass the auto-monitoring test, the trip indicator light flashes
to signal that the device must be replaced.

• Feed-thru wiring configuration allows GFCI to protect downstream receptacles.
• Power denied to the face or downstream receptacles if wired incorrectly.
• Self-grounded with brass ground contact to ensure device’s ground retention to

metal boxes which eliminates the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 wires to be securely captured

for faster flexible installation.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR51203WH

X Series 20 A 125 V Outdoor Tamper Resistant GFCI Duplex Decorator
Receptacle Back Wire Clamps Matte White
• Auto-monitoring test performed every 90 minutes, ensuring it's ready to protect. If

the device does not pass the auto-monitoring test, the trip indicator light flashes
to signal that the device must be replaced. Feed-thru wiring configuration allows
GFCI to protect downstream receptacles.

• Power denied to the face or downstream receptacles if wired incorrectly.
• Self-grounded with brass ground contact to ensure device’s ground retention to

metal boxes which eliminates the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 wires to be securely captured

for faster flexible installation.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• RoHS compliant.
• High impact-resistant, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for attractive

long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH) only.
• 2-year product warranty.
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Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) Receptacles Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches

SQR51101WH

SQR51203WH

Table 9 - GFCI Receptacles

Electrical Rating Usage Color (Matte) Catalog Number

GFCI Decorator Duplex – Residential – Tamper Resistant

15 A / 125 V

Indoor

White SQR51101WH17

Light Almond SQR51101LA17

Black SQR51101BK17

Gray SQR51101GY17

20 A / 125 V

White SQR51201WH17

Light Almond SQR51201LA17

Black SQR51201BK17

Gray SQR51201GY17

15 A / 125 V
Outdoor18

White SQR51103WH17

20A / 125 V White SQR51203WH17
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17. cULus, UL498, UL943, ICES-003.
18. Weather-resistant.

http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR51101WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR51101LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR51101BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR51101GY
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR51201WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR51201LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR51201BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR51201GY
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR51103WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR51203WH


Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches USB Receptacles

USB Receptacles

SQR55141BK

X Series 15 A 125 V Tamper Resistant USB A/A 4.8 A Duplex Decorator Outlet
Back Wire Clamps
• Both USB ports and power receptacles can be used at the same time where

power density is important.
• USB A ports each support full power simultaneously at 5 volts DC and 2.4 A for

faster charging.
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 or #14 wires to be securely

captured for faster flexible installation.
• Ground screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long lasting operation.
• Meets FCC part 15 Class B unintentional radiation requirement.
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR55241WH

X Series 20 A 125 V Tamper Resistant USB A/A 4.8 A Duplex Decorator Outlet
Back Wire Clamps
• Both USB ports and power receptacles can be used at the same time where

power density is important.
• USB A ports each support full power simultaneously at 5 volts DC and 2.4 A for

faster charging.
• Both USB ports and power receptacles can be used at the same time where

power density is important.
• USB A ports each support full power simultaneously at 5 volts DC and 2.4 A for

faster charging.
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 or #14 wires to be securely

captured for faster flexible installation.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long lasting operation.
• Meets FCC part 15 Class B unintentional radiation requirement.
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR55153WH

X Series 15 A 125 V Tamper Resistant USB A/C 5.4 A Duplex Decorator Outlet
Back Wire Clamps
• Both USB ports and power receptacles can be used at the same time where

power density is important.
• USB ports each support full power simultaneously at 5 volts DC, USB-C at 3A

and USB-A at 2.4A for faster charging.
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Back wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 or #14 wires to be securely

captured for faster flexible installation.
• Grounding screw pressure plate speeds ground wire installation.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square tools.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long lasting operation.
• Meets FCC part 15 Class B unintentional radiation requirement.
• RoHS compliant.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR55141WH

SQR55241WH

SQR55153WH

Table 10 - USB Receptacles

Electrical Rating USB (A) Color (Matte) Catalog Number

USB Receptacle – Residential – Tamper Resistant – USB Type A/A

15 A / 125 V

4.8

White SQR55141WH19

Light Almond SQR55141LA19

Black SQR55141BK19

Gray SQR55141GY19

20 A / 125 V

White SQR55241WH19

Light Almond SQR55241LA19

Black SQR55241BK19

Gray SQR55241GY19

USB Receptacle – Residential – Tamper Resistant – USB Type A/C

15 A / 125 V 5.4

White SQR55153WH19

Light Almond SQR55153LA19

Black SQR55153BK19

Gray SQR55153GY19
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19. cULus, UL498, UL1310, Part 15 Class B, ICES-003.

http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR55141WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR55141LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR55141BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR55141GY
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR55241WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR55241LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR55241BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR55241GY
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR55153WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR55153LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR55153BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR55153GY
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Lighted Receptacles

SQR57101LA

X Series 15 A 125 V Tamper Resistant Lighted Duplex Decorator Receptacle
Side Wire Clamps
• Warm white (2700K) LED Lights your way in a dark environment.
• Light sensor ensures that LED is only illuminated when it is dark.
• Self-grounded with brass contact to ensure device is grounded directly to metal

boxes, eliminating the need to bond the device with the ground screw.
• Tamper-resistant with discrete black shutters.
• Side wire pressure plates allows for up to two #12 or #14 wires to be securely

captured for faster flexible installation.
• Grounding wire pressure plate decreases installation time.
• Combo screw heads accept slotted, Phillips, and Robertson Square drive tools.
• Heavy Duty zinc-plated steel mounting wrap around strap for rust resistance.
• RoHS compliant.
• High-impact resistant thermoplastic body for long-lasting operation.
• Attractive, matte, non-glossy, easy-to-clean surface.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR57101WH

Table 11 - Lighted Receptacles

Electrical
Rating

Device
Type Sensor Type Lighted Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Lighted Receptacle – Residential – Tamper Resistant

15 A / 125 V Lighted
Receptacle Light LED Warm

White 2700K

White SQR57101WH20

Light Almond SQR57101LA20

Black SQR57101BK20

Gray SQR57101GY20
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20. cULus, UL498.

http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR57101WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR57101LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR57101BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR57101GY


Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches DataCom

DataCom

SQR87C01WH

X Series CATV F-Coupler Decorator Strap
• F-Coupler for cable TV.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting yoke for strength.
• RoHS compliant.
• Fits into any standard decorator opening.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR87CT1GY

X Series Combination RJ11 Telephone Jack CATV F-Coupler Decorator Strap
• F-Coupler for cable TV.
• Four-position four-conductor two-line phone jack.
• Screw terminal back.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting yoke for strength.
• RoHS compliant.
• Fits into any standard decorator opening.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR87T01LA

X Series RJ11 4 Conductor Telephone Jack Decorator Strap
• Four-position four-conductor two-line phone jack.
• Screw terminal back.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting yoke for strength.
• RoHS compliant.
• Fits into any standard decorator opening.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.

SQR87601BK

X Series Category 6 RJ45 Data Jack Decorator Strap
• Category 6 RJ45 Data Jack.
• 110 Punchdown on rear with stuffer cap for wire retention.
• Zinc-plated steel mounting yoke for strength.
• RoHS compliant.
• Fits into any standard decorator opening.
• High impact-resistant, matte, non-glossy, easy to clean thermoplastic body for

attractive long lasting operation.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQR871011WH

X Series A/V Cable Brush Decorator Strap Matte White
• Designed for modern AV installations where HDMI and data cables are hidden in

the wall.
• Not for use with in-wall power cable or extension cord.
• Fits into any standard decorator opening.
• Bristles wrap around cables for a clean professional look while in use.
• Compatible with any type of low voltage cables, including HDMI, RCA, telephone,

networking, fiber optical, speaker wires, and coax cables.
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.
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DataCom Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches

SQR871011WH

SQR87601WH

SQR87C01WH

SQR87T01WH

SQR87CT1WH

Table 12 - Data Com Devices

Combination Type Color (Matte) Catalog Number

1 Gang - Residential

Brush White SQR871011WH21

Cat 6 RJ45

White SQR87601WH21

Light Almond SQR87601LA21

Black SQR87601BK21

Gray SQR87601GY21

F-Coupler

White SQR87C01WH21

Light Almond SQR87C01LA21

Black SQR87C01BK21

Gray SQR87C01GY21

RJ11

White SQR87T01WH21

Light Almond SQR87T01LA21

Black SQR87T01BK21

Gray SQR87T01GY21

RJ11/F-Coupler

White SQR87CT1WH21

Light Almond SQR87CT1LA21

Black SQR87CT1BK21

Gray SQR87CT1GY21
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21. ETL, UL1863.

http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR871011WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87601WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87601LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87601BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87601GY
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87C01WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87C01LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87C01BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87C01GY
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87T01WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87T01LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87T01BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87T01GY
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87CT1WH
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87CT1LA
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87CT1BK
http://www.schneider-electric.us/en/product/SQR87CT1GY


Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches X Series Screwless Wall Plates

X Series Screwless Wall Plates
X Series 1-5 Gang Standard Size Screwless Wall Plate
• Screwless, matte, non-glossy wall plate offers a clean, flush profile.
• One-piece sub-plate screws align devices to ensure proper positioning of the wall

plate.
• Securely mounts to sub-plate and is easily removed by pressing a button on the

bottom of the cover.
• Standard size wall plate tightly frames the wiring device for sleeker appearance.
• Made of rugged, washable thermoplastic for years of use.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• RoHS Compliant, Green Premium, cULUs and UL514D compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.

See X Series-Mid Size Plus Wall Plates, page 58 for dimensions.
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X Series Standard Wall Plates

SQWS140001LA

SQWS140002WH

X Series 1 & 2 Gang Standard Size Blank Wall Plate
• Contractor-grade wall plate with visible screws.
• Made of rugged washable thermoplastic for years of attractive use.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.

SQWS461011WH

X Series 2 Gang Standard Size Dryer/Range Outlet Wall Plate
• Contractor-grade wall plate with visible screws.
• Holds a single outlet in a 2 gang wallbox.
• Available in White (WH) and Stainless Steel (SS).
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.
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X Series-Mid Size Plus Wall Plates
X Series 1-5 Gang Mid-Size Plus Wall Plate
• Contractor-grade wall plate with visible screws but similar aesthetics to the

screwless version.
• Mid-size plus wall plate hides rough wallboard edges around electrical box.
• 13% larger than industry standard mid-sized plate.
• Made of rugged, washable thermoplastic for years of use.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• RoHS Compliant, Green Premium, cULUs and UL514D compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.
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SQWS422011BK

SQWS422012LA

X Series 1 & 2 Gang Mid-Size Plus Duplex Outlet Wall Plate
• Contractor-grade wall plate with visible screws but similar aesthetics to the

screwless version.
• Mid-size plus wall plate hides rough wallboard edges around electrical box.
• 13% larger than industry standard mid-sized plate.
• Made of rugged, washable thermoplastic for years of use.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.

SQWS802452GY

X Series 2 Gang Mid-Size Plus Combination Decorator Duplex Outlet Wall Plate
• Contractor-grade wall plate with visible screws but similar aesthetics to the

screwless version.
• Mid-size plus wall plate hides wallboard edges around electrical box.
• 13% larger than industry standard mid-sized plate.
• Made of rugged washable thermoplastic for years of attractive use.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.

SQWS422001GY

X Series 1 Gang Mid-Size Plus Single Outlet Wall Plate
• Contractor-grade wall plate with visible screws but similar aesthetics to the

screwless version.
• Mid-size plus wall plate hides rough wallboard edges around electrical box.
• 13% larger than industry standard mid-sized plate.
• Made of rugged, washable thermoplastic for years of use.
• Available in White (WH), Light Almond (LA), Black (BK), and Gray (GY).
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.
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Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches X Series Outdoor Covers

X Series Outdoor Covers

SQWS83211XX

X Series 1 Gang Outdoor Weatherproof Cover
• Transparent non-metallic covers.
• Available in vertical configuration.
• Compatible with both standard and duplex receptacles.
• Ideal for outdoor use.
• Made of rugged, washable thermoplastic for years of use.
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.

SQWS83221XX

X Series 2 Gang Outdoor Weatherproof Cover
• Transparent non-metallic covers.
• Available in vertical configuration.
• Compatible with both standard and duplex receptacles.
• Ideal for outdoor use.
• Made of rugged, washable thermoplastic for years of use.
• RoHS compliant.
• 2-year product warranty.

X Series Wall Plates

Available in four colors:

White
(WH)

Light Almond
(LA)

Black
(BK)

Gray
(GY)
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X Series Outdoor Covers Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches

SQWP141001WH

SQWP141002WH

SQWP141003WH

Table 13 - Wall Plates and Covers

Gang Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Decorator Screwless – Height: 12 cm / 4.72 in – Standard Size

1

White SQWP141001WH

Light Almond SQWP141001LA

Black SQWP141001BK

Gray SQWP141001GY

2

White SQWP141002WH

Light Almond SQWP141002LA

Black SQWP141002BK

Gray SQWP141002GY

3

White SQWP141003WH

Light Almond SQWP141003LA

Black SQWP141003BK

Gray SQWP141003GY

4

White SQWP141004WH

Light Almond SQWP141004LA

Black SQWP141004BK

Gray SQWP141004GY

5

White SQWP141005WH

Light Almond SQWP141005LA

Black SQWP141005BK

Gray SQWP141005GY

SQWP141004WH SQWP141005WH
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Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches X Series Outdoor Covers

SQWS141001WH

SQWS141002WH

SQWS141003WH

Gang Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Decorator – Height: 13.2 cm / 5.20 in – Mid-Size Plus

1

White SQWS141001WH

Light Almond SQWS141001LA

Black SQWS141001BK

Gray SQWS141001GY

2

White SQWS141002WH

Light Almond SQWS141002LA

Black SQWS141002BK

Gray SQWS141002GY

3

White SQWS141003WH

Light Almond SQWS141003LA

Black SQWS141003BK

Gray SQWS141003GY

4

White SQWS141004WH

Light Almond SQWS141004LA

Black SQWP141004BK

Gray SQWS141004GY

5

White SQWS141005WH

Light Almond SQWS141005LA

Black SQWS141005BK

Gray SQWS141005GY

SQWS141004WH SQWS141005WH

SQWS422001WH

Gang Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Single – Height: 13.2 cm / 5.20 in – Mid-Size Plus

1

White SQWS422001WH

Light Almond SQWS422001LA

Black SQWS422001BK

Gray SQWS422001GY
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X Series Outdoor Covers Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches

SQWS422011WH

SQWS422012WH

Gang Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Duplex – Height: 13.2 cm / 5.20 in – Mid-Size Plus

1

White SQWS422011WH

Light Almond SQWS422011LA

Black SQWS422011BK

Gray SQWS422011GY

2

White SQWS422012WH

Light Almond SQWS422012LA

Black SQWS422012BK

Gray SQWS422012GY

SQWS461011WH

Gang Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Dryer/Range – Height: 12 cm / 4.72 in – Standard Size

1 White SQWS461011WH

SQWS140001WH

SQWS140002WH

Gang Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Blank – Height: 11.4 cm / 4.49 in – Standard Size

1

White SQWS140001WH

Light Almond SQWS140001LA

Black SQWS140001BK

Gray SQWS140001GY

2

White SQWS140002WH

Light Almond SQWS140002LA

Black SQWS140002BK

Gray SQWS140002GY

SQWS802452WH

Gang Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Decorator/Duplex – Height: 13.2 cm / 5.20 in – Mid-Size Plus

2

White SQWS802452WH

Light Almond SQWS802452LA

Black SQWS802452BK

Gray SQWS802452GY
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Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches X Series Outdoor Covers

SQWS83211XX

SQWS83221XX

Gang Color (Matte) Catalog Number

Outdoor Cover – Standard Size – Weatherproof

1 White SQWS83211XX

2 White SQWS83221XX
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X Series Outdoor Covers Dimmers, Outlets, Sensors, and Switches

Table 14 - Wall Plate Sizes
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